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ormulation F 2
A span of a typical conductor line is shown in Fig. 1 
where L is the span length. These boundary values may be found from the static loads by using a by given are (3) to (1) of solutions The analysis. stress 
Therefore, given H , Q , Q and boundary conditions, the static profile can be determined from leads 
Now, with the aid of (2), (3), (5) and (13), (10) and (11) can be rewritten with boundary condias: tions
(0), y conditions boundary loads, concentrated without case the as same where, respectively, y (L ), z (0) and z (L ) are not necessary zero. The solutions of (14) and (15) are given by
where 
h can be derived from (12) as follows: first, (12) can be approximated as 
where y (x ) and z (x ) are given in (6), and 
) ( 
] [ 1 , 2 , . . . , n , with boundary conditions: Fig. 2 ). The following equation can be directly obtained from 1
where
in which the boundary condition x (0) = u (0) has been used. Similarly, y ( s ) is given by 
equations: following the produces solutions
and
where the identity Fig. 3(a) it is seen that 
hence and
Then, the coefficients, a , b and c , of the third degree polynomial of h can be obtained from (20) 
Case 2: angle line. It can be seen from Fig. 3(b) that at the supporting end of the angle line, in results wires guy to perpendicular direction the along forces resultant the of balance the
where Q is the wind load contributed from the angle line due to the wind perpendicular to the cenby given line, angle the of direction longitudinal the along is Q span. tral
modified is (44) that provided again here employed be can however, 1, Case for given formulae The so that (H ′ − β u ) and Q (included in Q ) are replaced by (H ′ − β u + Q ) and Q cos α , respecz x 2 z 2 tively.
Practical Applications
The formulae derived in previous sections will be applied to practical examples. 
Detuning Pendulum
Galloping is a low-frequency, high-amplitude oscillation which can occur on an iced electrical disrupsevere to lead can galloping prevent to inability The wind. side steady a in line transmission tions in the electrical supply and even a cascading collapse of a line's supporting towers. This probconducted been has control galloping on research and 1930's the least at since observed been has lem extensively during the past two decades in North America, Europe and Japan (Havard et al., 1985) . 
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